
YOU LOVE LOGISTICS, 
AND WE LOVE UNIFIED 
COMMUNICATIONS.

We know that your network absolutely, positively must be in sync with the needs of your customers and 
staff alike. Your company knows all about getting products and cargo from point A to point B. Does that 

same knowledge extend to network design? How data packets move through your network is critical. 
Proper network design can go a long way in ensuring your customers can rely on you to move what 

matters most to them, while ensuring your own staff has the communications band-
width required to operate with peak efficiency.
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Having worked with various 
logistics companies from our 
inception, we know that your 
company never really closes for 

the day. With 24 hour customer support, we 
can help in those instances where your  
traditional carrier can’t. We understand that 
your communications network is the link between 
hitting a delivery time and missing it. We also 
understand that wireless technologies play a large part 
in your delivering a quality service to your customers. 
Fortunately, with our system, wireless and wireline 
management is done all in the same system.
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*CCMI is the choice of the leading telecom companies in the industry and is a trusted source for telecom data and information. Our commitment 
to delivering high-value products positions us as a leader in the telecom data market. Through our expertise in the telecom industry, we have 

also delivered high-quality services and events to communication services providers and enterprise end-users since 1971.

Solution: Resolve to let Juvo customize a solution that gets you off 
of those spreadsheets, letting you focus on getting customer cargo 
from point A to point B in the most efficient manner possible.

Think your size has something to do with whether you should or 
shouldn’t pursure a TEM solution?

IN A RECENT STUDY OF
100 COMPANIES WITH REVENUES BETWEEN $25 AND $500 MILLION

CONDUCTED BY CCMI*:

62% 31% 69%
respondants noted that they 

could be doing more to control 
telecom expenses

respondants mentioned not 
having the time to research 

TEM options

respondants use off the shelf 
programs like Excel or Access 

to track telecom expenses


